
FBI whistleblower shockingly reveals what bureau really thinks about
conservatives and Trump-supporting, law-abiding Americans

Description

USA: An FBI whistleblower has provided stunning new evidence to Project Veritas showing that 
the bureau is hyper-focused on conservative-leaning Americans and organizations while left-
wing groups like Antifa and the John Brown Gun Club are left on their own to grow, train and 
plot societal disruptions in the near future.

According to Project Veritas, a document leaked to the group “shows how the Bureau classifies
American citizens it deems to be potential ‘Militia Violent Extremists’ [MVEs]” — you know, like the
‘highly dangerous seditionists’ the bureau framed in a bogus plot to “kidnap” Democratic Gov.
Gretchen Whitmer in the run-up to the 2020 election, which deep state stole from Donald Trump.

“In the document, the FBI cites symbols, images, phrases, events, and individuals that agents should
look out for when identifying alleged domestic terrorists,” Project Veritas continued in a press release,
which added:

The “Unclassified/Law Enforcement Sensitive” document says it is for “FBI Internal Use Only.”

Of note, under the “Symbols” section, is a prominent citation of the Second Amendment, where it 
explains that “MVEs justify their existence with the Second Amendment, due to the mention of a ‘well 
regulated Militia,’ as well as the right to bear arms.”

Below that section under another labeled “Commonly Referenced Historical Imagery and Quotes,” the
FBI document lists Revolutionary War images like the Gadsden Flag (pictured above) and the Betsy
Ross Flag, with each accompanied by a brief description of how the FBI views them.

Under another section called “Common Phrases and References,” the late Ashli Babbitt — the only
person actually killed during the Jan. 6 riot at the U.S. Capitol (an unarmed white woman shot and
killed by a black police officer who was busted for leaving his loaded firearm in a bathroom) — is also
cited as someone that MVEs consider to be a martyr.

The same document also makes a reference to Ruby Ridge, Waco, and even Timothy McVeigh in an
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attempt to link traditional American symbolism with radical and violent events that happened decades
ago (and all on then-President Bill Clinton’s watch, by the way).

But again, none of this should surprise anyone, considering that the FBI has turned into a politically
compromised regime protection agency characterized by the number of phony cases the bureau
creates to push the illusion that the political right in America is the biggest threat to our republic, not the
obviously violent left as we saw throughout Donald Trump’s 2016 campaign and the summer of 2020 in
response to the killing of George Floyd.

A year ago, The Epoch Times, citing a new court filing in the then-still-ongoing federal Whitmer
‘kidnapping’ case, reported that a lawyer for one of the defendants noted that the government had
identified at least a dozen FBI operatives involved in what was nothing more than an entrapment
attempt since the subjects involved had no plans for Whitmer until they were essentially goaded into
the plot by the bureau.

The sources “were assisted by FBI agents working undercover,” Scott Graham, representing defendant
Kaleb Franks, said.

“Kaleb is entitled to raise the alternative defense of entrapment. If a jury finds that Kaleb agreed with
anyone to kidnap Governor Whitmer, the same jury could find that Kaleb was induced to participate by
government agents,” Graham wrote in a motion filed with the federal judge hearing the case.

“Kaleb is entitled to fully explore and present this defense. To do this, Kaleb needs access to the CHS
files maintained by the government. These files are required by FBI and [Department of Justice] rules
and will provide crucial information regarding entrapment issues that will not be available elsewhere,”
he added.

The FBI is corrupt through and through, and anyone who works for the bureau is a corrupt enabler, no
matter how ‘sincere’ they are.
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